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A Cu-Sn-Ti-based active brazing filler alloy was in situ reinforced with nanosized TiC particles by adding
different amounts of a cellulose nitride-based binder. The TiC particles emanate from a reaction of the Ti
within the filler alloy with the carbon from the binder that does not decompose completely during heating.
The correlation between the microstructure and mechanical performance was studied. In addition, the
effect of different binder amounts on the shear strength and cutting performance of brazed diamond grains
was studied in shear tests and single grain cutting tests. The results clearly show that the mechanical
performance of the brazed diamond grains can be improved by the formation of TiC particles. This is
attributed to particle strengthening of the filler alloy matrix as well as to the decreasing grain size and more
homogeneous distribution of the (Cu,Sn)3Ti5 phase with increasing amount of binder.
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1. Introduction

Active brazing of diamonds is one of the key technologies to
manufacture single layer grinding and dressing tools. Brazing
of diamonds requires active filler alloy systems, where the
reactive element, such as titanium reacts with the diamond
surface. This reaction results in the formation of a thin
interfacial TiC reaction layer which is essential for the
development of a strong joint between the diamond and the
filler alloy (Ref 1). In general, Cu-Sn and Ag-Cu filler alloys
are frequently used for diamond brazing. In comparison to
electroplated diamond and dressing tools, the formation of a
brazing fillet enables a larger protrusion length of the diamond,
which increases the chip space. Due to these advantages,
Burkhard et al. (Ref 2) developed a method that allows the
predefined arrangement of abrasive particles by applying
adhesive points onto the tool body, which further enlarges the
chip space. Nowadays, such tools are commonly known as
engineered grinding tools (EGT). Despite the improved bond-

ing mechanism, active-brazed EGTs have shown an early
failure due to grain pull-out, as stated by Pinto (Ref 3). In
addition, the work pieces to be ground are often very hard,
which leads to pronounced wear of the filler alloy. These
findings caused additional systematic research concerning the
bonding and failure mechanisms of brazed diamond steel joints.
Buhl et al. (Ref 4) investigated the influence of the brazing
parameters on the microstructure and phase composition as well
as residual stress and the bond strength. They found that also
with increasing brazing temperature and time and thus increas-
ing thickness of the TiC reaction layer, the shear strength
decreased significantly. In a further work, Buhl et al. (Ref 5)
analysed the failure mechanisms of differently sized diamonds
actively brazed with an Ag-Cu-based and Cu-Sn-based filler
alloy in single grain tests. They found out that smaller
diamonds mainly fail due to grain pull-out, whereas larger
grains tend to fracture.

The performance of brazed diamond tools is therefore
strongly depending on the properties of the active filler alloy.
One possibility to improve the strength and abrasion resistance
of a filler alloy is reinforcement with hard particles. In the case
of active brazing, the reinforcement can be achieved by the
addition of SiC, TiC, WC, W, or Mo particles, as mentioned by
Shiue et al. (Ref 6). Qin et al. (Ref 7) used SiC particles to
reinforce Ag-26.7Cu-4.6Ti (wt.%) filler alloy for joining
carbon-carbon (C/C) composites and prove the maximum
shear strength applying 15 vol.% SiC. Zhu and Chung (Ref 8)
added metal-coated carbon fibers to an active filler alloy and
observed an increase of the shear strength from 18 to 28%.
Suedmeyer et al. (Ref 9) reinforced SnAgTi-alloys using W
particles and observed a maximum of the shear strength at a
W-content of 5 wt.%. Usually, the particles are added to the
filler alloy powder followed by extensive mechanical mixing,
e.g., ball milling. Another method is controlled in situ forma-
tion of carbides during the brazing process. Elsener et al.
showed that this can be achieved by the reaction of C from
excess binder and titanium which leads to the formation of
nano-sized titanium-carbide particles in a Cu-Sn-Ti-based filler
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alloy (Ref 10). This technique avoids the time-consuming
mixing step in order to achieve a homogenous distribution of
brazing powder and nano-sized particles, which is further
complicated by increased agglomeration effects. In their work,
Elsener et al. verified the formation of TiC in the microstructure
by TEM and measured an improved erosion resistance of the
TiC reinforced filler during sand blasting tests, which was
assumed to be due to a refined microstructure of the filler alloy.
However, no results on the mechanical performance of the TiC
reinforced filler or on the feasibility of this approach for
obtaining diamond-steel joints have been presented so far. The
present paper provides an experimental study on the correlation
between microstructure and hardness of reinforced Cu-Sn filler
alloys with in situ formed TiC particles as a function of the
binder content. It also reveals its effect on mechanical
performance of brazed diamond-steel joints in shear and single
grain cutting tests.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Filler Alloy and Joint Preparation

The applied Cu-Sn-based filler alloy had a composition of
73.9Cu, 14.4Sn, 10.2Ti, and 1.5Zr (wt.%) with a liquidus
temperature of 1198 K and a solidus temperature of 1141 K.
The filler metal powder with an average particle size of 12 lm
was processed to a paste using a cellulose nitride (CN) binder
with a nitrogen content of 12.3 wt.%. The paste consisted of
6.5 wt.% CN (incl. 35 wt.% iso-propanol) dissolved in 99 + %
octyl acetate. The thermal degradation of CN starts with
denitration at 480 K followed by the pyrolysis at 486 K with a
char yield of 5.3 wt.% (Ref 10). The selected binder contents in
the brazing paste were 0.4, 1, 3, and 5 wt.%. A binder content
of 0.4 wt.% leads to a microstructure consisting of a (Cu,Sn)
solid solution matrix with an intermetallic (Cu,Sn)3Ti5-phase.
This reference state was already described by Buhl (Ref 4). In
contrast, higher binder contents such as 1, 3, and 5 wt.% lead to
increasing amounts of residual C which can react with TiC
during heating. Table 1 shows the calculated carbon content
(added as CN) in the preforms with respect to the amount of
filler metal for the different samples.

The brazing pastes were applied on pure Mo plates
(Ø20 mm9 0.3 mm, cf. Fig. 1a) which were placed in the
evacuated chamber of a high vacuum furnace and heated up to
1203 K with a heating rate of 10 K/min. After a second heating
phase at 20 K/min up to 1203 K, the filler alloy was molten and
kept at this temperature for 10 min, followed by cooling at a
rate of 10 K/min. The cooling process was supported by argon
flushing below a temperature of 573 K. Mo was selected

because it does not react with the filler alloy. These samples
were used for a preliminary study of the microstructure brazed
diamond-steel samples for shear tests were produced by brazing
1919 0.5 mm3 single crystal diamond blocks (Monodite,
ElementSix) onto X2CrNiMo18-14-3 (SS316L) austenitic steel
blocks with the dimensions 309 109 5 mm3, as shown in
Fig. 1(b). Prior to the brazing process, both substrates under-
went a cleaning procedure (ultrasonic-assisted acetone rinsing)
to remove all contaminations followed by a degassing in a high
vacuum furnace for 45 min at 1073 K.

In order to characterize the mechanical performance under
operating conditions, a set of active-brazed single diamond pins
shown in Figure 2(a) and (b) was produced with the identical
material as the specimens for the shear tests. Hexa-octahedral-
shaped diamonds with a grit size of D851 (MBS 970 by
Diamond Innovations) were positioned and adhered on the
pin�s front surface and subsequently active-brazed so that a
squared plane of the hexa-octahedral diamond is orthogonal to
the pin�s axis and in the single grain cutting tests is acting as the
flank face.

2.2 Filler Alloy and Joint Characterization

Thermal analysis was done in order to record the decom-
position profile of the used CN-binder. The samples were
characterized by thermogravimetry (TG). The measurements
took place in an inert He atmosphere using a Netzsch STA 409
CD. A thermo-balance monitored the weight change of the
samples during heating from 313 to 1203 K at a rate of 10 K/
min under a 30 mL/min helium gas flow. The pastes with

Table 1 Carbon content (added as CN) in preforms with
respect to the amount of filler metal (Cu-14Sn-10Ti-1.5Zr,
wt.%)

Binder addition,
CN, wt.% of solids content

Carbon from
binder, at.%

Ratio Ti/C,
at.%/at.%

0.4 0.62 21.1
1 1.49 8.9
3 4.05 2.9
5 6.61 2.0

Fig. 1 (a) Molten and solidified filler alloy on a molybdenum
specimen (b) brazing jig for active brazing of Monodite diamonds
on steel substrates
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different binder contents were additionally characterized by
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) using a Netzsch DSC
404 C Pegasus at a rate of 10 K/min under a 70 mL/min argon
flow. Aluminium oxide crucibles were used for all tests.

The Mo substrates with the filler alloys were cut and
embedded in a standard mounting resin. Afterwards, they
underwent a standard metallographic preparation procedure
starting with grinding (P2000) followed by polishing with a
diamond suspension (grit size 1 lm). Scanning electron micro-
scope (SEM) images were taken using the backscattered
electron detector (BSE). This enables to detect and optically
highlight different phases as well as the TiC particles in the
microstructure. However, this method only allowed a qualitative
identification of present phases. The software ImageJ was used
for a quantification of the overall ratio of TiC particles for each
binder content. For this reason, selected SEM micrographs of
the samples with different binder contents were carefully
analyzed. Associated histograms provide information about
the colour distribution of the analysed image. The resulting
histogram represents the three existing phases (Cu,Sn)-matrix,
(Cu,Sn)3Ti5-phase and TiC particles. Due to the weak intensity
of the TiC particle peak, the threshold was set accordingly so
that only the TiC particles became visible within the resulting
image and the other phases were filtered out. The binary black-
and-white images were carefully compared with the original
SEM micrograph in order to avoid the quantification of artefacts
like scratches. This method was applied to three different
micrographs for each binder content with the purpose to
quantify a value in order to objectively characterize the amount
of particles and correlate to the different binder contents.

For a more precise characterization of the filler alloy
nanostructure, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was
applied. TEM samples were prepared by focused ion beam
milling as described in (Ref 10, 11). TEM investigations were
performed with a Philips CM30 operated at 200-250 kV.
Elemental maps were acquired by energy dispersive x-ray
analysis (EDX) in TEM using EDAX DX-4 microanalyzer.

The brazed diamond-steel specimens were metallographical-
ly prepared as described by Buhl et al (Ref 4) and subsequently
characterized by SEM.

2.3 Characterization of the Mechanical Performance of the
Filler Alloy and Brazed Diamond-Steel Joints

The Vickers hardness of the microstructure was determined
using a Fischerscope HM 2000 microindenter. For this study, a
test load of 80 mN and a dwell time of 20 s were selected. Five
measurements were averaged and the according standard
deviations were determined. To measure the bond strength
shear tests were carried out with the brazed diamond-steel
samples. The experimental setup is schematically displayed in
Fig. 3. A shear plate was displaced with a shear rate of 0.1 mm/
s until the diamond steel joint eventually failed.

Single grain cutting experiments were conducted in order to
analyse the mechanical performance of Cu-Sn-based active
filler alloys containing in situ formed nano-sized TiC particles.
Therefore, the single diamond pins were screwed into a radial
bore hole of a cylindrical tool body so that the grain performs a
circular path through the material, as displayed in Fig. 4(a).
This single grain cutting tool was attached to the spindle of the
test machine Willemin 518 MT. A specially designed
MicroDyn dynamometer was attached to the test machine, as
it has been already described in (Ref 5, 11). A multi charge
amplifier (Kistler type: 5080 A) was used to amplify the force
signals that were sampled with a DAQ measuring board (NI
9222) using a sampling rate of 151.1 kHz, which allows a high
resolution of such signals which is necessary because of their
high frequency character. The low pass filter was set at a cut-off
frequency of 6 kHz. As a work piece, a hardened 100Cr6 steel
plate with a lapped surface and dimensions of 159 159 5 mm3

with a hardness of HRC61 was used. Diamond and carbon steel
does not represent an industrially applied tool-work piece
combination. However, it enables excellent qualities to analyse
the material removal and failure mechanism of such diamonds.
By applying an axial and radial feed, several scratches were
placed parallel on the work piece surface with different cutting
depths as exemplarily shown in Fig. 4(b). Thus, the radial

Fig. 2 (a) Pin with an active brazed single diamond (b) squared
flank face of an active brazed single diamond

Fig. 3 Experimental setup for the shear tests (schematic)
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cutting depth was continuously increased in order to force
failure of the diamond bonding system. The tests were carried
without any cooling lubricant. Because a pronounced effect of
the grain orientation and the clearance angle on the resulting
cutting forces was previously observed [cf. (Ref 11–13)], only
grains with explicitly positive clearance angles and for which
the edge of the diamond functioning as cutting edge was
positioned perpendicular to the material flow direction as
shown in Fig. 2(b) were selected.

An Alicona 3D infinite focus microscope was used to
measure the three dimensional topography of the generated

scratches. Using the corresponding analysis software, an
evaluation has been fitted to quantify the cross section of the
scratch orthogonally to the cutting direction prior to the point of
failure. The associated cutting depths and scratch area Acu were
calculated based on the contact time of the process force signal
and correlated to the measured cutting forces with the purpose
to calculate the specific cutting forces which is defined as
follow:

kc ¼
Fc

Acu
: ðEq 1Þ

In addition, the ratio between the cutting force, Fc, and the
normal force, FN, was calculated according to

l ¼ Fc

FN
: ðEq 2Þ

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Thermal Behaviour and Microstructure Analysis

The thermal decomposition profile of the binder is shown in
Fig. 5. The TG curve of the CN binder shows that mass loss
starts at around 373 K and that the binder mass decreased to
10% at 473 K. It can be also seen that a small amount of 2-3%
remains until high temperatures. Figure 6 shows the DSC
curves of three pastes with different binder contents. All three
curves exhibit an exothermic peak at around 473 K, which
corresponds to the pyrolysis of the binder. As can be expected,
the peak becomes more pronounced with increasing binder
content. The clearly marked endothermic peak just below
1173 K indicates the melting start of the alloy. The end of the
alloy melting gives rise to a second smaller peak at the end of
the melting range. At 673 K, the DSC signal shows a
continuous decrease toward the endothermic direction. This
decrease accelerates between approximately 873 and 1073 K
and becomes more pronounced with increasing binder amount.
This signal change is probably caused by an overall endother-
mic reaction of the Ti in the filler alloy with the binder
residuals. This reaction obviously starts already in the solid
state, far below filler alloy melting.

The micrograph of the reference filler alloy on the Mo
substrate with 0.4 wt.% CN binder content displayed in
Fig. 7(a) clearly shows the Cu-Sn-matrix and the (Cu,Sn)3
Ti5-phases. TiC particles are evidently not present in the
analysed microstructures, as it was already observed by Buhl
et al. (Ref 4, 5). Increased binder contents are simultaneously
accompanied by higher solvent contents. This causes a lower
viscosity of the brazing pastes and leads thereby to a decreased
filler alloy thickness. Corresponding SEM micrographs dis-
played in Fig. 7(b and d) show this effect and additionally
outline a progressive appearance of black nano-sized dots that
were identified as TiC particles by additional XRD measure-
ments. The measured TiC fractions according to the image
analysis are shown in Table 2. A clear increase of the amount
of TiC with increasing binder content can be seen.

Figure 8 reveals the fine scale particles dispersed in both
Cu- rich and intermetallic phases in the alloy with 3 wt.%
binder. They can be clearly seen in the brightfield (BF, Fig. 8a)
and in the darkfield (DF) image with g = [202]TiC (Fig. 8b).
The particles were identified by the selected area diffraction

Fig. 4 Experimental setup of the single grain cutting tests
(a) schematic of the contact kinematics (b) Single grain scratches

Fig. 5 TGA curve showing the mass change during heating due to
the decomposition of the CN binder
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analysis as TiC (cf. insert in Fig. 8a). Figure 8(c) shows the
STEMx ray map for Cu, Ti, Sn, and C in which the occurrence
of TiC particles can be also seen. The distribution of these
particles was manly restricted to grain boundaries and
microporosity in the sample. The size of the particles ranged
between 10 and 80 nm and they have cuboidal to round
morphologies. However, larger TiC particles of up to 250 nm
could be occasionally observed. The observations are generally
consistent with the results of Elsener et al. (Ref 10) who
measured an average particle size of 30 nm.

Both the SEM and TEM images suggest that the TiC
particles are inhomogeneously distributed in the filler alloy
matrix (cf. e.g., Fig. 7c). It was observed that they preferen-
tially form cell structures whose size correspond to the size of
the brazing powder grains, as similarly observed in (Ref 10).
This indicates that the TiC particle formation is initiated already
in the solid state near the surface of the initial brazing powder
grains, which is consistent with the above mentioned DSC
measurements. Obviously, no pronounced convection occurs in
the liquid filler so that the TiC particles remain more or less at
the place where they have formed The fraction of the
(Cu,Sn)3Ti5 phase (approx. 28 vol.%) did not change with
increasing content of binder. However, the average grain size
decreased significantly. Since the (Cu,Sn)3Ti5 grains where
rather elongated in the reference alloy with 0.4 wt.% binder and
round shaped in the alloy with 3 wt.% binder, they are difficult
to compare by their size. Therefore, the average grain cross
section on the SEM images was used instead. It was 21.6 lm2

in the reference alloy with 0.4 wt.% binder and 7.2 lm2 in the
3 wt.% binder alloy. The reason for the grain refinement is that

Table 2 TiC content determined by image analysis

Binder content, wt.% TiC, vol.%

0.4 0
1 0.55± 0.21
3 2.07± 0.81
5 7.50± 3.1Fig. 6 DSC curves of three filler alloy pastes containing different

amounts of binder

Fig. 7 SEM-micrograph of the filler alloy with (a) 0.1 wt.%, (b) 1 wt.%, (c) 3 wt.% and (d) 5 wt.% CN binder content
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TiC particles form many heterogeneous nucleation sites for the
formation of (Cu,Sn)3Ti5 upon solidification of the braze alloy
due to local Ti enrichment in the melt.

Binder contents of 5 wt.% lead to a strong liquefaction of
the associated brazing pastes due to high amount of the
included solvent. Such liquefied brazing pastes are difficult to
handle properly, show a poor bonding strength to the

molybdenum substrate or cause a strongly varying braze
layer thickness. Furthermore, filler alloy layers tend to be
prone to porosity and micro-cracks that lead to spallation of
the braze layer. Therefore, the specimens with this particular
binder content were not selected for any subsequent labora-
tory tests to determine the resistance toward mechanical
loadings.

Fig. 8 TEM - Microstructure of the alloy with 3 wt.% binder
(a) BF and SADP, (b) DF g = [202]TiC, (c) STEM x ray map

Fig. 9 Overview of the brazing gap of a diamond-steel joint
produced with a brazing paste containing (a) 1 wt.% CN binder and
(b) 3 wt.% CN binder

Fig. 10 Microhardness (HV) of the reinforced (Cu,Sn) matrix
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Cross-sections of the diamond-steel joints produced with
braze alloys containing 1 and 3 wt.% CN binder were produced
for microstructural analysis. Figure 9 shows representative BSE
images of the whole brazing gap in samples produced with
1 wt.% CN and 3 wt.% CN, respectively. These pictures show
that different phases have developed during the brazing
process. The amount of TiC appears to be lower than in the
Mo substrate samples. On the steel substrate side a pronounced
layer of the (Fe,Ni)2Ti Laves-phase has formed, as has been
reported by Buhl et al. (Ref 4). In addition, it is well known that
a certain amount of Ti is also consumed by the formation of a
TiC reaction layer on the diamond side. This leads to a reduction
of the Ti in the liquid filler and consequently to a lower amount
of the (Cu,Sn)3Ti5 phase as well as of the TiC particles in the
filler alloy matrix in comparison with the samples with Mo
substrates.

3.2 Hardness and Shear Performance of Diamond-Steel
Joints

Due to the multiple phases in the microstructure, the
hardness measurement only allows a quantitative evaluation of
the entire filler alloy system as an averaged hardness.
Therefore, the indenter was positioned so that all existing
phases are involved in the measuring cycle. The averaged
results are shown in Fig. 10.

It can be clearly seen that an increasing binder content leads
to an increase of the average hardness. The reference filler alloy
shows a hardness of HV (218± 21). A binder content of
1 wt.% causes a hardness increase of 7.3% up to HV
(234± 10) and a 3 wt.% binder content increases the hardness
by 8.7% up to HV (237± 9). However, the standard deviations
are comparably high resulting from the inhomogeneous distri-
bution of the involved phases in the indentation area. A
subsequent SEM investigation revealed that some indents were
positioned in areas containing many TiC particles whereas
others in areas almost free of TiC. Nevertheless, it can be
assumed that the increase of the microhardness is related to the
increasing amount of TiC particles as well as the increasing
number of smaller grains of the hard (Cu,Sn)3Ti5 in the (Cu,Sn)
matrix.

Shear tests were carried out in order to characterise the bond
strength of the diamond-steel joints in shear loading mode by
implying a shear force through a shear plate. With this setup,
the diamond-steel joint is shear loaded until a bond failure or a
fracture of the active-brazed diamond occurs. Due to the brittle
material properties, diamonds tend to fracture in this specific
experimental setup, as shown in Table 3. This behaviour was
previously observed by Buhl et al. (Ref 4) and is probably

related to a not ideal alignment of the shear tool relative to the
diamond because of floating and elastic deformation of the
device. This leads to localized forces, resulting in locally very
high compressive stresses that may exceed the fracture strength
of the diamond. It can be assumed that the relatively large
diamond blocks contain more defects in comparison with
smaller diamond grains, leading to a decrease of the macro-
scopic diamond strength. Therefore, the measured data can be
considered as values for the fracture strength of the diamonds
rather than the actual shear strength of the associated joints.
However, they can be considered as a lower limit value for the
resistivity of the diamond-steel joints against shear load, and it
can therefore be concluded that the actual bond shear strength is
higher than the measured values. The individual shear test
values of the three different test series are similar and reach
values of up to 323 MPa. In one case of 3 wt.% binder content,
a maximum shear strength of 471 MPa without diamond
fracture was achieved, which is thus the true strength of the
bond. Comparing this value to previous shear strength data of
diamond-steel joints with non-reinforced filler alloy and
varying brazing parameters as presented in (Ref 5) indicates a
significant increase of the resulting shear strength, which again
can be considered as a result of the formation of TiC particles,
but also of the formation of smaller (Cu,Sn)3Ti5 grains as
already mentioned above. However, it is clear that this
statement is weak since it is based on a single test value, and
more tests with an improved test setup would be required.

3.3 Failure Behaviour of Diamond-Steel Braze Joints in
Single Grain Cutting Tests

The tests described in section 3.2 provide basic data
regarding the mechanical performance of particle-reinforced
filler alloys and their associated diamond joints. Since the
applied loading states, for instance the uniaxial load on the
diamond-steel joint by the shear plate does not correspond to
the triaxial load state occurring as a result of the grain-material
interaction during grinding, a more application-oriented
approach is required in order to determine the applicability of
TiC reinforced filler alloys for grinding tools. For this reason,
single grain cutting operations were performed with the purpose
to induce failure of the brazed diamond so that the bond strength
under grinding wheel conditions can be evaluated.

The SEM images in Fig. 11 show typical failure mechan-
isms that occurred for the different samples. The reference filler
alloy with the binder content of 0.4 wt.% showed grain pull-
out, which is displayed in Fig. 11(a), and which was already
reported by Buhl et al. (Ref 5). The grains brazed with the filler
alloy with 1 wt.% binder content showed neither fracture nor

Table 3 Shear strength of samples produced with different binder contents

Binder content, wt.% Sample Nr. Shear strength, MPa Average strength, MPa Failure mode

0.4 1 188 199± 18 Diamond fracture
2 220 Diamond fracture
3 189 Diamond fracture

1 1 223 230± 89 Diamond fracture
2 323 Diamond fracture
3 145 Diamond fracture

3 1 188 285± 158 Diamond fracture
2 205 Diamond fracture
3 471 Bond shear failure
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pull-out of the diamond during these experiments, as shown in
Fig. 11(b). No obvious differences in the joint appearance
could be detected between the samples brazed with 0.4 and
1 wt.% binder, and brazing fillets around the diamonds could
be observed in both cases. However, the brazing fillet has
partially been removed on the side of the incoming material
flow during the test. Despite the fact of the increased hardness
and shear strength, the grains embedded in a filler alloy with
3 wt.% binder content are characterized by an early grain

pull- at very low process forces, as displayed in Fig. 11(c). The
rather liquid brazing paste apparently leads to an insufficient
formation of a cone around the prepositioned diamond.

Table 4 summarizes the observed failure modes of applied
diamonds with the corresponding cutting force Fc, the normal
force FN as well as the cutting force ratio, l, at failure. In some

Fig. 13 Loads on diamond grain during single grain cutting test

Fig. 12 Fc/Acu-ratios (a) and the cross-section area Acu (b) at the
moment of failure

Fig. 11 Grains brazed with (a) 0.4 wt.%, (b) 1 wt.% and
(c) 3 wt.% binder after the single grain cutting test

Table 4 Failure modes of the single grains embedded in particle reinforced filler alloy

Binder content, wt.% Sample Nr. Fc, N FN, N l, 2 Failure mode

0.4 1 209.63 298.43 0.70 No failure
2 130.80 191.69 0.68 Grain fracture
3 218.24 304.76 0.72 Grain pullout

1 1 201.58 314.00 0.64 No failure
2 143.42 226.31 0.63 No failure
3 245.84 388.07 0.63 No failure

3 1 50.92 99.65 0.51 Grain pullout
2 80.67 156.27 0.52 Grain pullout
3 86.42 180.82 0.48 Grain pullout
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cases, no diamond failure could be induced up to the maximum
force that can be applied on the dynamometer and the process
force measured for the highest cutting depth is displayed. A
further increase of the cutting depth would have led to
dynamometer damage. In Fig. 12, the specific cutting forces
kc at failure or of the scratches with the highest cutting depth as
well as the measured cross sectional areas Acu of the scratches
are shown. These values can be considered as a measure for the
efficiency of the material removal process and thus indirectly as
a measure for the joint quality. The tests with the grains brazed
with brazing filler with 1 wt.% binder revealed significantly
increased values of Acu and lower Fc/Acu ratios in comparison
with the reference filler alloy with 0.4 wt.% binder. Since all
selected diamond grains had almost the same size and assuming
the same diamond embedding after brazing in the two cases, the
failure model proposed by Buhl et al. (Ref 5) can be used to
compare the joint qualities. According to this model, which is
sketched in Fig. 13, failure occurs due to grain pull out if the
shear stress in the diamond-filler interface on the front side of
the diamond with regard to the cutting direction, s3, exceeds the
interfacial bond strength and the normal compressive stress at
the adjacent interface, r1, exceeds the yield strength of the
filler. Therefore, the higher average cutting forces and lower
average specific cutting forces measured for the specimens with
1 wt.% binder as well as no observation of failure can be an
indication of an increased bond strength as well as an increased
yield strength of the filler alloy in comparison with the
reference alloy.

The tests with the diamond grains brazed with the filler alloy
with a 3 wt.% binder content showed high Fc/Acu-ratios and
only low values for the corresponding cross section area Acu,
which is consistent with the early failure mentioned above. In
addition, the cutting force ratio l and in particular the normal
force FN is significantly smaller in the samples with 3 wt.%
binder. As mentioned above, an insufficient cone formed
around the diamond in this case. This leads to a reduced
mechanical backing in comparison with the filler alloys with
0.4 and 1 wt.% binder, respectively. In addition, contact area
between the diamond and the filler is reduced, resulting in a
high interfacial shear strength s3.

4. Conclusions

This work has shown that the microstructure and thereby the
mechanical performance of an Cu-Sn-Ti-based active filler
alloy can be influenced by varying the binder content in the
brazing paste between 0.4 and 5 wt.%. For specimens contain-
ing ‡ 1 wt.% binder, the microstructural analysis has con-
firmed the existence of nano-sized TiC particles. The amount of
TiC increases with increasing binder content. This is attributed
to the reaction of the titanium with the remaining carbon atoms
during brazing after the pyrolysis of the CN binder. The TiC
particles are inhomogeneously distributed in the microstructure.
The microhardness and shear tests indicate an increasing
strength as a function of the binder contents. The improved
mechanical performance is confirmed by the results of the
single grain cutting tests in which diamond specimens brazed
with a filler containing 1 wt.% binder showed significantly
higher cutting depths and failure forces than the reference
samples with 0.4 wt.% binder. This improvement can be

attributed to the formation of the TiC particles, but also to the
decrease of the size of the (Cu,Sn)3Ti5-phase and its more
homogeneous distribution in the (Cu,Sn) matrix. The increased
binder content is also accompanied with more liquid brazing
paste, leading to a significant reduction of the filler alloy layer
thickness after brazing. As a result, samples containing 5 wt.%
of binder showed a poor processability and brazing perfor-
mance. Even though it does not affect the results of the
microhardness and shear tests, it influences the formation of
brazing fillet and hinders an effective embedding of the
diamonds. This leads to early failure of diamond-steel brazes
during the single grain cutting tests.
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